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Abstract

Word embeddings capture semantic meaning
of individual words. How to bridge word-level
linguistic knowledge with sentence-level lan-
guage representation is an open problem. This
paper examines whether sentence-level repre-
sentations can be achieved by building a cus-
tom sentence database focusing on one aspect
of a sentence’s meaning. Our three separate
semantic aspects are whether the sentence: (1)
communicates a causal relationship, (2) indi-
cates that two things are correlated with each
other, and (3) expresses information or knowl-
edge. The three classifiers provide epistemic
information about a sentence’s content.

1 Introduction

In reading comprehension, the sum is greater than
the parts. A strong reader combines the reader’s
prior knowledge, reasoning ability, and the text’s
substance to reason about the events, entities, and
their relations across a full document (Kočiskỳ
et al., 2018). In essence, reading comprehension
requires the reader to develop high levels of ab-
straction. (Kočiskỳ et al., 2018)

Each classification task introduced in the paper,
if mastered by a computer model, allow a model to
comprehend a sentence’s meaning at greater level
of abstraction than comparing word meaning sim-
ilarity between sentences. With this new ability,
the model should be able to master more complex
downstream tasks than a model limited to word-
level comprehension (Kim et al., 2019).

1.1 Causal and Correlating Relations
Causality: Causal relationships are a key to criti-
cal reasoning (Magliano and Pillow, 2021; Asghar,
2016). Causal relationship knowledge allows peo-
ple to control their environment and make predic-
tions about the future (Magliano and Pillow, 2021).
It links one’s actions with their probable conse-
quences. Text causality recognition is crucial for

natural language information retrieval, event pre-
diction, question answering, generating future sce-
narios, decision processing, medical text mining,
and behavior prediction (Li et al., 2021).

For purposes of this paper, a sentence containing
a causal relationship expresses a cause and effect
relationship. Following (Li et al., 2021), the expres-
sion can be explicit such as, “Financial stress is one
of the main causes of divorce.” This paper also rec-
ognizes cause and effect relationships, which are
implicit such as, “He could choose to go on a diet,
but this would bring significant muscle loss.”
Correlation: Correlations are patterns where
changes in one variable are associated with changes
in a second variable. In other words, one vari-
able’s changes are statistically dependent on the
other variable. For purposes of this paper, causal
relationships are not considered correlations be-
cause we have developed a separate model for
causal relationships. Examples of sentences con-
taining correlations are, “Roosters always crow
before the sun rises.” and “Chocolate sales were
30% higher in communities with a high number of
Covid-cases”. Since there is no causal link, cor-
relative relationship identification allows one to
anticipate the future, but not to control one’s sur-
roundings. (Meehan, 1988) For example, prohibit-
ing chocolate sales cannot reduce a community’s
Covid-19 rates.

1.2 Knowledge and Information

Knowledge: Humans are master pattern recogniz-
ers. Humans automatically and mostly without
conscious effort turn experiences into simple pat-
terns that they use to anticipate what will happen, to
make things happen, and to choose among options.
Spence (Spence, 2005; Meehan, 1988) writes that
these simple patterns are generalized, meaning that
they are assumed to transcend time. These patterns
are what the authors define as knowledge.
Information: Information is knowledge’s building
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blocks. It consists of specific instances (Spence,
2005; Meehan, 1988) of, say, descriptions of events,
objects, and relations among things. (Spence, 2005;
Meehan, 1988) Facts, when used to mean an actual
occurrence at a specific time and place, fit within
information’s scope. Data, on the other hand, is a
smaller unit contained within facts. Bouthillier and
Sheare define information as data in context. They
identify “-10 degrees” as data and “it is -10 degrees
outside” as information. (Bouthillier and Shearer,
2002)
John Dewey explains the concept of knowledge as
follows: To run against a hard painful stone is not
of itself, I should say, an act of knowing; but if run-
ning into a hard and painful thing is an outcome
predicted after inspection of data and elaboration
of a hypothesis, then the hardness and the painful
bruise which define the thing as a stone also consti-
tute it emphatically an object of knowledge. (Ratner
et al., 1939, p. 932)
In other words, data about past individual experi-
ences with the pain caused by the skin’s contacts
with particular stones at a particular instance is in-
formation. One can aggregate these individual data
points into a hypothesis, which is referred to in this
paper as knowledge.

2 Related Work

2.1 Epistemic Classification

(Marco and Navarro, 1993) define epistemology as,
“the study of the process of human knowledge, its
logic, origins and basis” and recognize that its study
is essential to “the design and implementation of
better cognitive strategies for guiding the process
of documentary analysis”. (Marco and Navarro,
1993, p. 126–132) The authors, following Mee-
han’s applied, tactical approach to epistemology,
define epistemic as describing the patterns used by
humans to organize their experience thereby allow-
ing them to generate future expectations. (Meehan,
1988) Humans create patterns by aggregating spe-
cific experiences into general rules to address the
future. These patterns include: causation, correla-
tion, and knowledge. Causal and correlative rela-
tionships divined from aggregating individual ex-
periences allow humans to anticipate future events.
Both causal and correlative relationships which are
generalized from individual events fit within the
scope of knowledge. Knowledge encompasses all
generalized patterns, which humans use to create
future expectations. Text classification relating to

epistemic distinctions apply universally. (Meehan,
1988) Thus, epistemic text classifications can be
utilized by models across disciplines to solve prob-
lems presented by downstream tasks.

(Meehan, 1988) introduces an epistemic frame-
work for computational knowledge generation. Hu-
mans construct knowledge to serve as a tool to
accomplish three basic purposes: anticipating the
future, causing change, and choosing among op-
tions. (Meehan, 1988) Others refer to computa-
tional knowledge engineering as computational
epistemology. (i Segura, 2009) This paper’s classi-
fication tasks fit within (Meehan, 1988)’s epistemic
framework.

2.2 Comprehension Functions
Following (Petukhova and Bunt, 2011), language
can be divided into two main components: the
communication’s functions and its semantic con-
tent. While we have not found earlier research on
classifying text based upon whether the text con-
tains a correlative relationship or encodes knowl-
edge, these tasks can be viewed as examining
the sentence’s function through an epistemic lens.
Researchers have examined various algorithms’
ability to detect communicative functions such as
identifying whether a speaker has posed a ques-
tion (Zhang et al., 2015) or a sentence serves a cer-
tain rhetorical purpose in an academic paper. (Iwat-
suki et al., 2020).

2.3 Causal Relation Extraction
(Asghar, 2016) divides cause-effect extraction tech-
niques into two main categories: (i) non-statistical,
pattern-matching techniques (Khoo et al. (1998),
Girju et al. (2002)) and (ii) machine learning
techniques Girju (2003), Girju et al. (2010), Sil
et al. (2010), Rink et al. (2010), (Zhao et al.,
2016)). Each approach has its limitations. The
non-statistical rule based technique cannot succeed
across domains, produces significantly skewed
precision and recall scores, and requires subject-
matter experts to craft the pattern-recognition rules.
In contrast, statistical and machine learning ap-
proaches require a significant amount of time for
feature engineering through experimentation (Li
et al., 2021), and large, manually created, domain-
specifically labeled data sets.

Most research models approach causality extrac-
tion as a two-step classification problem requiring
the model to first identify cause-effect pair candi-
dates and then to remove those candidates that do
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not share a causal link. (Li et al., 2021) However,
in recent work, (Li et al., 2021) represent causal-
ity extraction as a sequence labeling problem and
utiliz a BiLSTM-CRF model with Flair contextual
embeddings to extract cause–effect pairs directly
(Flair embeddings (Akbik et al., 2018))

Work by (Mirza and Tonelli, 2016) also fits into
this group. The authors present CATENA, a sieve-
based system for extracting temporal and causal
relations. The authors evaluating their system on
TempEval-3 and TimeBank-Dense data and show
that each of the sieves, the rule-based, the machine-
learned and the reasoning-based one contribute to
achieving state-of-the-art performance. An anal-
ysis of the interaction between the temporal and
the causal components show a tight connection be-
tween the temporal and the causal dimension of
texts.

2.4 Limited Data Sets and Data
Augmentation Technique Guidance

Current annotated data sets are relatively limited.
For cause and effect pair extraction, the largest
data set is EventStoryLine (Caselli and Vossen,
2017). (Zuo et al., 2021) It only contains 258 doc-
uments, 4,316 sentences, and 1,770 causal event
pairs.

It is an open question on what are the optimal
data augmentation techniques. One part of our
work is to experiment with data enrichment of train-
ing data by generating noisy labels based on label-
ing functions.

3 Study Overview

3.1 Research Question

In this paper, we examine whether machine and
deep learning techniques can identify sentences
which communicate causal or correlative relation-
ships and distinguish between sentences that con-
tain knowledge and information.

Our models do not seek to identify candidate
pairs (e.g., prior candidate extraction). Pair se-
lection can be difficult when a sentence contains a
cause with multiple effects or implicit relationships.
Instead we use a gold-labeled data set and test a
diverse set of classifiers including a weakly super-
vised that enriches training data with noisy labels
form generated functions. For causality relation-
ships, our technique has the potential to identify
sentences that do not utilize traditional, causal func-
tion words (e.g., “because”) or impact verbs (e.g.,

“to poison”). An example of a sentence implicitly
indicating a causal relationship, but not utilizing
such words is, “Other countries in Southeast Asia—
Thailand in particular—wanted to take advantage
of these expanding urban markets and jumped into
the hot economic fray.”

3.2 Contribution
Following, our contributions are listed:

1. a new approximately 8,300 sentence data set
(referred to as the Gold data set) derived
from internet articles covering diverse subject-
matter, manually labeled for the following
three categories: causation, correlation, and
knowledge;

2. a new 500 sentence data set (referred to as
WikiGold data) derived from Wiki News, man-
ually labeled for the same three categories;

3. experiments assessing the ability of traditional
classifiers and neural networks powered by
a pre-trained language model to accomplish
sentence-level classification for the three clas-
sification categories; and

4. experiments evaluating whether a famous data
augmentation approach (aka Snorkel, c.f.,
Sec. 6) can improve model training for dis-
cerning the three classification categories.

3.3 Classification Tasks
Our classification tasks are defined as follows:

1. Does the sentence communicate a causal rela-
tionship or is none communicated?

2. Does the sentence communicate either a
causal or correlative relationship or is neither
communicated?

3. Does the sentence communicate a causal rela-
tionship or a correlative relationship?

4. Does the sentence contain information or
knowledge?

To run the experiments, we use established
statistical-based algorithms and neural classifiers
(c.f., Sec. 5). We also utilize Snorkel’s weakly su-
pervised data augmentation approach (c.f., Sec. 6).

4 Text Data Used

4.1 Gold Data
To accomplish each of the classification tasks, we
created a Gold data set by manually annotating arti-
cles from the internet (e.g., Reuters, The Guardian,
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etc. See Appendix A for details) written for gen-
eral readership on a wide range of topics, including
artificial intelligence, books, finance, and Covid-19
(see Tab. 1). Fig.1 shows the topic-wise distribu-
tion of the Gold data by sentences, articles, and
classification tasks. We can see that the topics are
distributed similarly in all the tasks and that—for
most of the topics—the balancing in both classes
is comparable too. The data set contains 8,327
labeled sentences.

Each article’s sentences were manually labeled
for the three classification categories, causality, cor-
relation, and knowledge. No pattern recognition
rules were used to label the data. Thus, the label-
ing method captured a diverse range of sentences
which met the labeling criteria.

We create task-specific balanced data sets.

4.2 Gold Data Labeling Conventions

For the first two aspects, causality and correlation,
sentences expressing that one such relationship ex-
isted between two things were labeled as positively
fitting within the respective class. For example,
”Eating a cup of blueberries a day does not reduce
your risk of cancer” was labeled a causal sentence.
The reason for this labeling rule is sentences such
as the foregoing one allow the reader to extract
causation information from the sentence.

If a sentence contained both a causal and cor-
relative relationship, the sentence was labeled as
causal. One such sentence is, ”And a study we
looked at in 2012 suggested people who owned
cats had a higher risk of suicide, as their pets could
make them vulnerable to a Toxoplasma gondii (T.
gondii) infection.” If a correlation solely related to
time, a trend, it was not labeled as a correlation. An
example of such a database sentence is, ”By the late
1990s, countries such as Indonesia and Brazil were
increasing their commercial production by about
10 percent a year.” We chose not to label trends
as we sought to identify correlations that are time
invariant. If a sentence contained both information
and knowledge, it was labeled as fitting within the
smaller class, knowledge.

4.3 Wikinews Big Data Set

Snorkel works well in increasing the classification
accuracy based on a big data set of noisily labeled
data together with a small gold labeled data set.
As a big data set, we downloaded a recent version

of the English Wikinews data from the web.1 We
filter out articles with titles that contain the prefixes
“Template:”, “Portal:”, “Wikinews:”, “Category:”
or “Comments:”, because we are not interested in
those. “Templates” because they are empty place-
holders. “Portal” indicates specific information on
the Wikinews portal and its usage. Articles contain-
ing the “Wikinews” prefix often simply list short
headlines of independent news which are too short
for our use cases. “Categories” also indicate some
templates that allocate space for news articles with
a certain function such as future articles or single
dates. Finally, “Comments” are articles that only
indicate legacy comments that are now moved to
a newly created comments namespace. We also
filter out articles that start with a “Redirect” in their
text bodies. From a total of 100,277 articles origi-
nally culled from Wikinews, 28,460 remained after
the filtering-out process. Using NLTK’s sentence
parser, we derived 327,366 sentences from these
articles. For our experiments we use a subset of
this data holding 10,000 sentences. We refer to this
data set by “Wiki” data.

4.4 Wikinews Gold Data Set

From the Wiki data, we sampled 500 sentences
that we annotated manually for causal and correlat-
ing relations. The task-specific, balanced data sets
(Sec. 3.3) have sample sizes: 296 (causal versus
none), 332 (causal-correlating versus neither), and
36 (causal versus correlating). We refer to this data
set as the “WikiGold” data.

5 Supervised Classification

5.1 Classifier Set Up

Data Pre-processing: We perform sentence pre-
processing by removing punctuation and lower cas-
ing the text. We also enrich the text with part-of-
speech (POS) tags using the NLTK library version
3.5. We did not remove stop words because such
words include key function words such as “because”
which often indicate causal relationships.2

For the traditional classifiers, we compute the tf-
idf matrix using TfidfVectorizer of Python’s scikit-
learn module, and for the bag of words matrix, we
use CountVectorizer (c.f., Tab. 2 showing classifiers
used).

1“enwikinews-latest-pages-articles 2020 10 09.xml”
https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwikinews/

2We performed experiments with lemmatizing and stem-
ming the text, but this did not increase performance.

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwikinews/
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task-wise topic distributions in #sentences
topic #articles #sentences causal vs. corr caus/corr vs. neither causal vs. none

causal correlating causal/corr. neither causal none
ai 4 390 19 3 89 122 86 96
animal 2 65 6 3 18 18 15 18
art protest 3 147 13 3 68 30 65 24
blm 3 483 25 18 115 142 97 111
books 6 251 7 4 54 91 121 62
china 1 176 21 8 74 49 66 46
covid 19 1398 82 82 398 424 316 313
creativity 8 617 41 61 232 171 171 154
culture 12 715 20 3 107 241 153 195
depression 10 724 57 77 319 164 242 153
economy 12 868 34 37 191 368 154 203
education 1 136 10 15 61 34 46 32
entertainment 2 180 6 0 29 69 29 51
farming 1 42 5 2 18 4 16 8
food 8 416 17 13 95 118 82 92
gender 1 105 6 2 23 37 21 26
health 1 74 6 24 45 14 21 13
history 2 78 3 2 20 21 18 18
home 1 33 3 0 8 16 8 13
math 3 268 27 3 79 80 76 57
music 1 45 0 3 10 12 7 15
politics 4 237 8 2 52 76 50 66
poverty 10 240 9 62 108 56 46 66
psychology 4 213 16 16 109 47 93 35
science 3 142 10 15 108 59 92 39
sports 1 15 1 0 2 6 2 5
technology 3 268 11 5 59 83 54 50
total 126 8326 463 463 2424 2424 1961 1961

Table 1: left: The Gold data’s topic-wise distribution by articles and sentences; right: topic-wise distribution by
number of sentences for each of our three classification categories

BERT Model: We choose a BERT pre-trained
model using the implementation for TensorFlow
(bert-for-tf2). Specifically, we use the model
known as “BERT-base”. For the hyper parameters,
we choose the maximum token as 150, a batch size
of 32, a learning rate of 1e-5, and a maximum of 5
epochs with a patience of 1. We utilize an Adam op-
timizer and a sparse categorical cross-entropy loss
function. The BERT model’s sentence representa-
tion vector is the hidden state of the representation
of the first token (CLS) in the final BERT layer.
(Devlin et al., 2018)

Our model feeds this CLS token vector into a
drop out layer (set to .8) to prevent overfitting.
Then, the model utilizes a dense layer to output
the probabilities for the binary classes.

5.2 Results & Discussion
For the BERT model, there was a strong positive
relationship between the training data size and ac-
curacy. The BERT model was the most successful
model for all classification tasks except correlation
versus causation. This is not surprising since this
task had significantly less training data than the
other three tasks. The BERT model on average did

5.9% better than the next most successful model
for the three classification tasks where there was a
significant amount of training data.

On average, the BERT models had a wider dis-
persion between the precision and recall scores
(9.3%) than the best simple models for each clas-
sification task (2.5%). There was an even split for
both the BERT and simple models on whether they
did better on accuracy or recall.

In examining the true positives generated by the
BERT causal versus none model, we saw that four
of the ten sentences BERT was most confident
about (with 99.9% confidence level) all contained
the word “lead”. The remaining six sentences all
contained verbs that indicate causation.3 For some
sentences, BERT was confident but wrong when
a word associated with causal relationships (such
as worst) was used without introducing any cause-
effect pair such as, “one of the worst behaviors
sometimes exhibited by owl observers is feeding
the bird”. BERT was most confident and correct
in identifying sentences that were not causal when

3These are: affect, contribute, encourage, foster, produce,
improve, and modify
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task train test classifier vector. r p f1 a
ca

us
al

vs
no

ne
3136 785 Bayes G tf-idf .60 .62 .61 .61
3136 785 Bayes G bow .63 .61 .62 .62
3136 785 Log Reg tf-idf .71 .68 .70 .70
3136 785 Log Reg bow .69 .73 .71 .71
3136 785 Naive B tf-idf .73 .62 .67 .65
3136 785 Naive B bow .73 .60 .66 .64
3136 785 RF tf-idf .68 .69 .68 .68
3136 785 RF bow .65 .74 .69 .68
3374 844 BERT context .75 .79 .77 .78

ca
us

al
/c

o
vs

ne
ith

er

3877 970 Bayes G tf-idf .58 .60 .59 .60
3877 970 Bayes G bow .74 .63 .68 .60
3877 970 Log Reg tf-idf .77 .68 .72 .70
3877 970 Log Reg bow .72 .72 .72 .72
3877 970 Naı̈ve B tf-idf .86 .61 .71 .66
3877 970 Naı̈ve B bow .86 .60 .70 .64
3877 970 RF tf-idf .68 .70 .69 .70
3877 970 RF bow .62 .75 .68 .71
3877 970 BERT context .77 .80 .79 .79

ca
us

al
vs

co
rr

el
at

in
g 740 186 Bayes G tf-idf .76 .71 .73 .73

740 186 Bayes G bow .75 .68 .72 .70
740 186 Log Reg tf-odf .70 .78 .74 .75
740 186 Log Reg bow .66 .74 .70 .72
740 186 Naı̈ve B tf-idf .82 .77 .79 .78
740 186 Naı̈ve B bow .79 .73 .76 .75
740 186 RF tf-idf .67 .74 .70 .72
740 186 RF bow .59 .86 .70 .75
740 186 BERT context .77 .51 .62 .52

kn
ow

le
dg

e
vs

in
fo

4251 1063 Bayes G tf-idf .79 .63 .70 .67
4251 1063 Bayes G bow .78 .67 .72 .70
4251 1063 Log Reg tf-idf .79 .78 .79 .79
4251 1063 Log Reg bow .76 .79 .77 .78
4251 1063 Naı̈ve B tf-idf .86 .74 .80 .78
4251 1063 Naı̈ve B bow .82 .74 .78 .78
4251 1063 RF tf-idf .75 .73 .74 .74
4251 1063 RF bow .72 .76 .74 .75
4251 1063 BERT context .86 .80 .82 .83

Table 2: Results of comparing experiment showing
(p)recision, (r)ecall, (f1)-score, and (a)ccuracy; Exper-
iments run using (Bayes G)aussian, BERT, (Log)istic
(Reg)ression, (Naı̈ve B)ayes and (R)andom (F)orest
classifiers and model; Classes are causal, (co)rrelating
and none/neither, and knowledge and (info)rmation;
For BERT, training data set sizes include validation
data (80-20-split)

the sentence had a proper name in it.
For the cause-correlation versus neither task,

BERT was most confident and correct when a verb
strongly associated with causation or correlation
appeared in the sentence.4 The sentences which
correctly classified neither causative nor correlative
and for which the model had the highest confidence
were ones which were either short or contained
proper nouns.

For the correlation versus causal task, we found
that the three sentences that Naive Bayes, the most

4The verbs strongly associated with causation-correlation
showing the highest confidence levels are: associated, bring,
cause, contribute, lead, make, and relieve.

successful algorithm, most confidently labeled as
causal (91% confidence level) all contained “per-
cent” in them.5 30% of the top 10 sentences that
the Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm correctly identified as
causal and for which Naı̈ve Bayes was most con-
fident contained function words associated with
causation.6

For the knowledge versus information task, the
20 sentences the BERT model was most confident
and correct classifying as knowledge mostly related
to depression or other health issues and reflects the
database’s subject matter. For the 20 sentences
the model was most confident and correct in iden-
tifying as informational sentences, the sentences
contained either a pronoun or a proper noun and a
majority contained both of these parts of speech. 7

6 Weakly Supervised Classification

To determine the effectiveness of data augmenta-
tion, we now compare neural classification through
supervised learning to a mixed approach of weak
supervision and neural classification. The experi-
ments are performed on our three main tasks.

6.1 Snorkel Library

We use the recently released programming library
Snorkel (Ratner et al., 2020)8, which was devel-
oped to improve utilizing handcrafted rules to build
training data. It works by detecting unidentified
correlations and other dependencies among these
rules (called “labeling functions”). Snorkel’s learn-
ing approach is twofold: First, the LabelModel
learns the parameters for accuracy and correlation
structure based on weak supervision represented
by the labeling functions. The LabelModel gener-
ates noisy labels for the training data by weighting
the labeling functions. In addition, a final classi-
fication model (an LSTM in this work) is applied,
which generalizes the information learned from
the weighted labeling functions by using the noisy
labeled data as training data (Ratner et al., 2020).

5An example sentence is, “four in ten hispanics are mem-
bers of the working class compared to 28 percent of blacks 25
percent of whites but just 16 percent of asians”

6These functions words were: because, by and so.
7These sentences contained a pronoun and referred to a

specific individual’s experience, thus contained information.
One of the informational sentences the BERT model correctly
and most confidently labeled was, “when she was 17 in 2013
mary climbed out of her bedroom window and ran across a
field”.

8
https://github.com/snorkel-team/snorkel

https://github.com/snorkel-team/snorkel
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6.2 Train-Test Data Splits
We use the Wiki data (Sec. 4.3) for training
Snorkel’s LabelModel9 and the Gold data (compris-
ing our Gold (Sec. 4.1) and WikiGold (Sec. 4.4)
data) for testing it. The neural model then uses the
predicted labels from the LabelModel as training
data, and, again, the Gold data for testing. Note
that we combine 80% of our Gold/WikiGold data
with the noisy labeled data to train the neural clas-
sifier model and 20% of the Gold/WikiGold data
for testing. Fig. 1 illustrates this procedure.

6.3 Baseline on Gold Data
First, we run a baseline experiment using GloVe
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014).10 Our
LSTM uses GloVe embeddings from the 100-
dimensions file as features for the neural network.
We choose 1000 as the vocabulary length, 100 as
output dimension and 100 as input length. Follow-
ing an Embedding layer, we add the LSTM layer
(followed by a 256-dimensions Dense layer with
RELU Activation and 0.5 Dropout). For the out-
put, another 1-dimensional Dense layer with Sig-
moid Activation is added. While fitting the model,
we choose a batch size of 128, 10 epochs and a
min delta of 1e-4.11

6.4 Train on Wiki Data using Function Rules
The LSTM (same parameters as above) is trained
using noisily labeled Wiki data plus 80% of
Gold/WikiGold, and tested on 20% of the
Gold/WikiGold (see Tab. 4).

Our labeling functions are generated by a script
that uses keywords typically appearing in causal
and correlating sentences. For causal sentences
we collected keywords affect, alter, ameliorate, ag-
gravate, because, cause, consequence, contribute,
decrease, due, effect, exacerbate, help, impact, im-
prove, increase, lead, reason, reduce, relate, result,
so, spur, trigger and worsen. As keywords for cor-
relating sentences we use accompany, associate,
correlate, indicate, link, predict, and tend. We col-
lected these terms while preparing the Gold data.

9Snorkel’s LabelModel class (Ratner et al., 2019) uses
the covariances of the junction tree representation of the de-
pendency tree built by applying the learning functions to all
data points. After matrix completion, the resulting conditional
probabilities of the functions serve as parameters to re-weight
and combine the label output.

10Using GloVe gives us a comprehensive view on the prob-
lem. Being more straightforward, it better applies for testing
against weak supervision and keeps computational costs low.

11Presenting a comparable problem, we follow https://www.kaggle.
com/kredy10/simple-lstm-for-text-classification

This approach is comparable with work by (Girju,
2003) who uses specific verbs placed between two
noun phrases to indicate causal relations. Depend-
ing on the task, we label a sentence 0 when none of
the causal or causal and correlating words appear
in the sentences. For causal versus correlating, we
label -1 when neither appear.

6.5 Part-of-Speech Features on Top
We also add labeling functions generated from
POS tags.12 Tab. 5 lists the POS tags used. Specif-
ically, the rules applied are: (1) if either of the
following POS tags is contained in the sentence’s
POS tag sequence: IN, WDT, RB, MD, then the sen-
tence fits in the causal category; and (2) if the CC
tag is found within the sentence, then the sentence
fits in the correlating sentences category.

After experimenting with a simple entropy mea-
sure to find POS tag signals, we expand the POS
tags list for identifying causal rules. We add: PRP,
RP, and TO.

6.6 Results & Discussion
For the baseline experiment, the accuracy, recall,
precision and f1-score values are listed in Tab. 3.
The cause versus correlation task performs signif-
icantly worse than the other two tasks. However,
the training data we have available for this task is
only about one fifth of the training data available
for the other two tasks. Comparing these results to
those in Tab. 2, one finds that the baseline accuracy
scores align with the BERT accuracy scores. This
means the baseline models and the BERT model
perform best on the task with the most data; the
cause-correlation versus neither task, and the poor-
est on the one with the least data: the cause versus
correlation task.

Utilizing POS tags and keywords for creating the
labeling rules, we reach the baseline in the causal-
correlation versus neither task (see Tab. 4). The
recall score is better than the baseline. Thus, the
training data generated from the POS tags must
provide the model with more diverse data; conse-
quently, the classification model is able to recog-
nize more nuanced patterns indicative of causation
and correlation. This ability might help the model
to perform well in finding true positives (causal
and correlative sentences). However, many false
positives also show that the rules (key words and

12The Wiki and WikiGold data were POS-tagged using the
NLTK library version 3.4.5. The Gold data was POS-tagged
using NLTK 3.5.

https://www.kaggle.com/kredy10/simple-lstm-for-text-classification
https://www.kaggle.com/kredy10/simple-lstm-for-text-classification
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Figure 1: Snorkel workflow: Training and testing data splits in Snorkel’s LabelModel and the neural model

— LSTM (on textual representations)
task train on train (validate) on test on r p f1 a loss
ca vs none WikiGold+Gold WikiGold+Gold .93 .57 .71 .62 .70
sample size 2699 (675) 844
ca/co vs neither WikiGold+Gold WikiGold+Gold .45 .77 .57 .64 .66
sample size 3315 (829) 1036
ca vs co WikiGold+Gold .32 .32 .32 .32 WikiGold+Gold WikiGold+Gold .75 .53 .62 .55 .74
sample size 616 (154) 192

Table 3: Results of baseline experiment
LabelModel (on keywords and POS tags) LSTM (on textual representations)

task train on test on r p f1 a train (validate) on test on r p f1 a loss
ca vs none Wiki WikiGold+Gold .87 .60 .71 .64 Wiki+WikiGold+Gold WikiGold+Gold .92 .57 .70 .62 .79
sample size 9929 4218 10642 (2661) 844
ca/co vs neither Wiki WikiGold+Gold .85 .59 .70 .63 Wiki+WikiGold+Gold WikiGold+Gold .88 .61 .72 .64 .77
sample size 9929 5180 11258 (2815) 1036
ca vs co Wiki WikiGold+Gold .00 1.0 .00 .50 Wiki+WikiGold+Gold WikiGold+Gold .46 .62 .53 .60 .72
sample size 9929 962 7908 (1977) 192

Table 4: Results of mixed approach: Validation data on top of training data. Tables show (r)ecall, (p)recision,
(f1)-score, and (a)ccuracy

POS tags) are not specific enough, since they also
appear in “neither” sentences.

The causal versus none task performs compara-
ble to the baseline, showing a slightly lower recall
and f1-score.

The results of the LabelModel show an accuracy
of 50% for the causal versus correlation task.
Only having one POS feature to identify correlat-
ing sentences causes this dismal performance. The
LabelModel appears to ignore the correlative POS
rule, and instead predicts almost only causal sen-
tences. Since the majority of model rules points
to each sentence falling within the causal category,
the model only reaches 50% accuracy. Moreover,
in the causal versus correlation task, because we
arbitrarily assigned the correlative sentences to the
positive polarity and the causal sentences to the
negative polarity, the model created with the POS
feature rules leads to almost no true positives.

However, the LSTM reaches a much higher pre-
cision (at the cost of low recall) and higher accuracy
compared to the baseline. Looking at samples, one

can conclude that the “CC” pattern is a weak one
as most true negatives (causal sentence votes) do
contain the “CC” pattern too. One also finds that
many of false negatives (predicted causal (0), ac-
tual correlating (1))—which negatively impacts the
recall—do also contain a “CC” pattern. These sam-
ples also tend to be relatively short, which often is
indicative for being a causal sentence rather than a
correlating one.

6.7 Fisher Score for POS Tag Features
Inspired by (Cheng et al., 2007), we perform a
Fischer Score test (Duda et al., 1973; Fisher, 1934)
to verify suitable POS features. The Fisher Score
is defined as follows:

FS =

∑c
i=1 ni(µi − µ)2∑c

i=1 niσ
2
i

(1)

where c is the number of classes (2 in our case),
ni is the number of data samples in class i, µi and
µ are the average appearance of the given feature
in class i and the whole dataset respectively. σi is
the standard deviation of the feature’s appearance
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in class i. Our features have a boolean character,
which means that they either appear in a sample or
they don’t. Hence, our µ’s cannot be greater than 1.
The higher the FS, the more important is the given
feature.

feature part-of-speech ca vs n ca vs co ca/co vs n
IN preposition .03 .00 .04
WDT Wh-determiner .02 .02 .01
RB adverb .01 .00 .02
MD modal .04 .03 .03
PRP personal pronoun .01 .03 .00
RP particle .00 .00 .00
TO to .04 .02 .03
CC coordinating conjunc. .02 .00 .02

Table 5: Fisher Score for our POS-tag13 features calcu-
lated on our Gold dataset

The POS-tags IN, MD, and TO are outstanding
for each of the three tasks, all of which we use to
find causal sentences. It confirms that modals and
subordinating conjunctions play a special role for
classifying causal sentences.

6.8 Summary
Summarizing, Snorkel works moderately well in
the sentence classifying epistemic tasks. The causal
versus none task works comparable to the base-
line, the causal versus correlating task reaches
a higher f1-score with lower accuracy, and the
causal-correlating versus neither task reaches a
15%-higher f1-score while accuracy is on par with
the baseline. The overall aim to improve classifica-
tion accuracy using a big corpus of noisily labeled
data worked partly for our problem. Note that even
though we ran some basic clean-up steps on our
Wiki data, we are aware that special characters, pre-
fixes or re-codings of them can corrupt a significant
portion of the data set’s sentences, hence leading
to affecting noise.

7 Conclusion

To classify sentences based upon their epistemic
functions, we created a new data set14 containing
8,327 sentences that we annotated for whether a
sentence communicates a causal or correlating re-
lationship, and whether it expresses information or
knowledge. Utilizing BERT, the three epistemic
function models achieved sufficient accuracy that
future work should include determining the mod-
els’ abilities to solve real world problems. In that
vein, we plan to utilize our models for a range of

14available at: https://
github.com/Goldstein-Berger/
law-dmr21-sentence-meaning-annotation

downstream tasks such as event detection, question
answering, and discourse parsing. Our approach
may be able to improve upon these tasks by pro-
viding the underlying model additional features
through which to comprehend the text in a more
nuanced fashion. In addition, as the Snorkel ap-
proach appears promising, we plan in future work
to determine if there is a systematic method, which
can be utilized to determine the underlying func-
tions needed to gather the weakly-supervised data.
If this can be accomplished, then a lesser amount of
gold data may be needed. As gold data is generally
the biggest bottleneck that NLP practitioners face,
a systematic approach to Snorkel may allow for a
significant time reduction for building future NLP
models.
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A Appendix: Sources of Web Articles
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Article Title Website Date AccessedWho Why selected How Selected

Causes of Depression https://www.webmd.com/depression/guide/causes-depression#1 12/27/2019 EJG causes of depression Google search
Causes and Risk Factors of Depressionhttps://www.verywellmind.com/common-causes-of-depression-1066772 12/31/2019 EJG causes of depression Google search
Depression in Women https://www.psycom.net/depression.central.women.html 1/2/2020 EJG causes of depression Google search

What is depression and what can I do about it?https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/8933.php 1/6/2020 EJG causes of depression Google search

Could depression be the result of a brain infection?https://www.nhs.uk/news/mental-health/could-depression-be-the-result-of-a-brain-infection/ 2/22/20 EJG causes of depression Google search

Cannabis Lightens Mood, but May Worsen Depression Over Timehttps://www.psychcongress.com/article/cannabis-lightens-mood-may-worsen-depression-over-time 2/22/20 EJG causes of depression Google search

Online mindfulness-based cognitive therapy to improve lingering depressionhttps://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/online-mindfulness-based-cognitive-therapy-to-improve-lingering-depression 2/22/20 EJG causes of depression Google search

The Link Between Migraine, Depression and Anxietyhttps://americanmigrainefoundation.org/resource-library/link-between-migraine-depression-anxiety/ 2/22/20 EJG causes of depression Google search

Can Artificial Intelligence Help With Depression?https://www.verywellmind.com/can-artificial-intelligence-help-depression-4158330 2/22/20 EJG causes of depression Google search

How Artificial Intelligence Can Help Pick the Best Depression Treatments for Youhttps://time.com/5786081/depression-medication-treatment-artificial-intelligence/ 2/22/20 EJG causes of depression Google search

Lifelong poverty increases heart disease riskshttps://www.reuters.com/article/us-lifelong-poverty/lifelong-poverty-increases-heart-disease-risks-idUSTRE52Q3S520090327 3/21/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search

Higher heart disease risk persists for low-income populationshttps://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20170607/NEWS/170609924/higher-heart-disease-risk-persists-for-low-income-populations 3/21/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search
Understanding the 
connection between poverty, 
childhood trauma and heart 
disease

https://www.heart.org/en/news/2019/08/27/understanding-the-connection-between-poverty-childhood-trauma-and-heart-disease 3/21/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search

Shining a light on poverty and heart diseasehttps://blog.providence.org/archive/shining-a-light-on-poverty-and-heart-disease 3/22/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search

Poverty is the main predictor of heart disease, says Canadian reporthttps://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lancet/PIIS0140673602086117.pdf 3/22/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search
Lower socioeconomic status 
linked with heart disease 
despite improvements in 
other risk factors

https://health.ucdavis.edu/health-news/newsroom/lower-socioeconomic-status-linked-with-heart-disease-despite-improvements-in-other-
risk-factors/2011/08

3/26/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search

Poverty Makes Heart Failure Even More Lethal, Study Showshttps://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2019-09-04/poverty-makes-heart-failure-even-more-lethal-study-shows 3/27/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search
Reports on impact of poverty 
and social class on 
myocardial infarction 
outcomes

https://medicalxpress.com/news/2012-03-impact-poverty-social-class-myocardial.html 4/5/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search
Data Analysis Finds Hospitals 
in Low-Income Areas Scored 
High in MI Care, Even if 
Patients Had Poor Outcomes

https://www.ajmc.com/conferences/acc15/data-analysis-finds-hospitals-in-low-income-areas-scored-high-in-mi-care-even-if-patients-had-
poor-outcomes

4/5/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search

Economic issues drive disparities in heart disease, strokehttps://www.heart.org/en/news/2018/05/10/economic-issues-drive-disparities-in-heart-disease-stroke 4/8/2020 EJG poverty & heart disease Google search

Is It OK to Take a Walk? https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/17/style/self-care/is-it-ok-to-go-for-a-walk-coronavirus.html?
algo=als1_desk_filter&fellback=false&imp_id=816112640&imp_id=385685055&action=click&module=editorContent&pgtype=Article&regio
n=CompanionColumn&contentCollection=Trending

3/21/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 3/22/20

Keeping the Coronavirus from Infecting Health-Care Workershttps://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/keeping-the-coronavirus-from-infecting-health-care-workers 3/22/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 3/22/20

How the Coronavirus Became an American Catastrophehttps://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-many-americans-are-sick-lost-february/608521/ 3/22/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 3/22/20
Mark Cuban says how 
companies treat workers 
during pandemic could 
define brand ‘for decades’

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-mark-cuban-warns-against-rushing-employees-back-to-work.html 3/27/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 3/26/20

Lessons from Italy’s Response to Coronavirushttps://hbr.org/2020/03/lessons-from-italys-response-to-coronavirus 3/29/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 3/29/20

What Everyone’s Getting Wrong About the Toilet Paper Shortagehttps://marker.medium.com/what-everyones-getting-wrong-about-the-toilet-paper-shortage-c812e1358fe0 4/4/2020 EJG covid EJG Pocket Feed 4/4/20
How science finally caught up 
with Trump's playbook – with 
millions of lives at stake

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/apr/04/trump-coronavirus-science-analysis 4/5/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 4/5/20

Coronavirus: low antibody levels raise questions about reinfection riskhttps://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3078840/coronavirus-low-antibody-levels-raise-questions-about 4/9/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 4/8/20
THE STAGGERING ECONOMIC 
IMPACT OF THE 
CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC

http://filesforprogress.org/memos/the-staggering-economic-impact-coronavirus.pdf 4/10/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 4/10/20

The Real Reason Every Fashion Company Is Now Making Face Maskshttps://marker.medium.com/the-real-reason-every-fashion-company-is-now-making-face-masks-939c2055a3b3 4/10/2020 EJG covid EJG Medium Feed 4/10/20

Follow the Science https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v42/n08/james-butler/follow-the-science 4/11/2020 EJG covid EJG hand-selected

Deaths in New York City Are More Than Double the Usual Totalhttps://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/10/upshot/coronavirus-deaths-new-york-city.html 4/11/2020 EJG covid EJG Nuzzel Feed 4/11/20

Why Companies Need Creative Leaders In The Future Of Workhttps://www.forbes.com/sites/jasonwingard/2020/05/29/why-companies-need-creative-leaders-in-the-future-of-work/#4145a142482a 5/31/2020 EJG creativity Google search

Groupthink https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/01/30/groupthink 6/5/2020 EJG creativity EJG hand-selected

Racial Essentialism Reduces Creative Thinking By Making People More Closed-Mindedhttps://www.psychologicalscience.org/news/releases/racial-essentialism-reduces-creative-thinking-by-making-people-more-closed-
minded.html

6/5/2020 EJG creativity Google search

For a More Creative Brain Follow These 5 Stepshttps://jamesclear.com/five-step-creative-process#:~:text=The%20Creative%20Process%20in%20Short,it%20is%20a%20good%
20metaphor.%E2%80%9D&text=The%20creative%20process%20is%20the,of%20recognizing%20relationships%20between%20concepts.

6/5/2020 EJG creativity Google search

Stories About the Art of Making Arthttps://humanparts.medium.com/stories-about-the-art-of-making-art-b4e248cf993a 6/5/2020 EJG creativity Google search

How to Declutter Your Studio for Maximum Creativity, According to Marie Kondohttps://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-declutter-studio-maximum-creativity-marie-kondo 6/6/2020 EJG creativity Google search

What is Design Thinking? https://www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/what-is-design-thinking#:~:text=Design%20thinking%20is%20a%20process,%2C%20services%2C%20and%20internal%20processes.&text=Reduce%20the%20risk%20associated%20with,ideas%2C%20products%2C%20and%20services.6/6/2020 EJG creativity Google search

Race, Gender, and the Creative Classhttps://www.citylab.com/life/2012/06/race-gender-and-creative-class/2225/ 6/6/2020 EJG creativity Google search

‘Creativity out of tragedy:’ Milwaukee artists complete mural in memory of George Floydhttps://fox6now.com/2020/06/05/creativity-out-of-tragedy-milwaukee-artists-complete-mural-in-memory-of-george-floyd/ 6/7/2020 EJG art protest Google search

Our creativity is such a powerful tool to deal with this madness around ushttps://theundefeated.com/galleries/street-art-of-george-floyd-reflects-our-pain-suffering-and-the-potential-for-healing/?view=list 6/7/2020 EJG art protest Google search

Creative Resistance: Why We Need to Incorporate Art Into Our Activismhttps://www.alternet.org/2014/03/we-need-art-our-activism/ 6/7/2020 EJG art protest Google search

A Breakthrough for A.I. Technology: Passing an 8th-Grade Science Testhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/04/technology/artificial-intelligence-aristo-passed-test.html 5/31/2020 EJG AI EJG hand-selected

Anthony Davis’s Revolutionary Opera: “X”https://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/anthony-daviss-revolutionary-opera-x 5/31/2020 EJG black lives matter EJG hand-selected

Reading J. M. Coetzee’s “Disgrace” During the Harvey Weinstein Trialhttps://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/reading-j-m-coetzees-disgrace-during-the-harvey-weinstein-trial 5/31/2020 EJG gender EJG hand-selected

Frederick Douglass, Seen Up Closehttps://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/03/arts/frederick-douglass-yale.html 7/4/2020 EJG black lives matter EJG 7/4/20 nuzzle feed
Steve Jobs Said 1 Thing 
Separates Successful People 
From Everyone Else (and Will 
Make All the Difference In 
Your Life)

https://getpocket.com/explore/item/steve-jobs-said-1-thing-separates-successful-people-from-everyone-else-and-will-make-all-the 7/4/2020 EJG success EJG 7/4/20 pocket feed

While Statues Sleep https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v42/n12/thomas-laqueur/while-statues-sleep 7/4/2020 EJG black lives matter EJG hand-selected

China cuts Uighur births with IUDs, abortion, sterilizationhttps://apnews.com/269b3de1af34e17c1941a514f78d764c 7/4/2020 EJG china EJG Nuzzel Feed 6/30/20

A Warning from the Chickens of the Worldhttps://thewalrus.ca/a-warning-from-the-chickens-of-the-world/ 7/14/2020 EJG coronavirus EJG pocket feed 7/11/20

Figure 2: Information of manually collected and annotated articles, page 1

January’s Book Club Pick: ‘Heart Berries’ Shatters a Pattern of Silencehttps://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/30/books/review-heart-berries-terese-marie-mailhot.html 7/14/2020 EJG native american EJG hand-selected

How To Make Indoor Air Safer https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/how-to-make-indoor-air-safer/?utm_source=pocket&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pockethits 7/23/2020 EJG covid EJG pocket feed 7/21/20

What is Essential? And Who? https://lithub.com/what-is-essential-and-who/ 7/23/2020 EJG covid EJG literary hub feed 7/22/20

Apple Seems To Predict COVID-19 Hot Spotshttps://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/353387/apple-seems-to-predict-covid-19-hot-spots.html 7/24/2020 EJG covid EJG hand-selected

Jim Chanos pockets $100m from Wirecard shorthttps://www.ft.com/content/4f72e8bc-fafd-4ede-a418-22904e6d5b5f 7/25/2020 EJG finance EJG hand-selected

The Worst for U.S. Renters andApartment Owners Is Yet to Comhttps://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-24/the-worst-for-u-s-renters-and-apartment-owners-is-yet-to-come 7/25/2020 EJG economy EJG 7/25/20 Nuzzel Feed

Could Consciousness All Come Down to the Way Things Vibrate?https://getpocket.com/explore/item/could-consciousness-all-come-down-to-the-way-things-vibrate 7/25/2020 EJG science EJG pocket feed 7/23/20

How You Feel Depends on Where You Arehttps://www.wsj.com/articles/how-you-feel-depends-on-where-you-are-11594311622?
shareToken=st3e83d8abc09841fbbd5505af8ded165c&mod=pckt187

7/25/2020 EJG psychology EJG pocket feed 7/18/20

The Message Behind Gold’s Rally: The World Economy Is in Troublehttps://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-25/the-message-behind-gold-s-rally-the-world-economy-is-in-trouble 7/26/2020 EJG economy EJG pocket feed 7/26/20

SuperGLUE: The Slippery Benchmark with no Language Understandinghttps://medium.com/pat-inc/super-glue-the-slippery-benchmark-with-no-language-understanding-eb92680bfb14 8/3/2020 EJG AI EJG hand-selected

Stevie Smith: “Not Waving but Drowninghttps://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46479/not-waving-but-drowning 8/10/2020 EJG poetry EJG hand-selected

Manhattan Apartment Rents Plunge 10% in Pandemic-Fueled Exodushttps://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-08-13/manhattan-apartment-rents-plunge-10-in-pandemic-fueled-exodus#:~:
text=Manhattan%20apartment%20rents%20plunged%20last,that's%20sparked%20an%20urban%20exodus

8/13/2010 EJG covid EJG hand-selected

Obsession and Desire in an Ancient Assyrian Libraryhttps://lithub.com/obsession-and-desire-in-an-ancient-assyrian-library/ 9/2/2020 EJG history EJG hand-selected

Pop diva Dana International turns literary agenthttps://www.israelhayom.com/2020/09/01/pop-diva-dana-international-turns-literary-agent/ 9/2/2020 EJG literature EJG hand-selected

Helen Cullen on Jane Austen, Michael Cunningham, and Donna Tartthttps://bookmarks.reviews/helen-cullen-on-jane-austen-michael-cunningham-and-donna-tartt/ 9/3/2020 EJG literature EJG hand-selected

How to Read Aloud https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v42/n17/irina-dumitrescu/how-to-read-aloud 9/3/2020 EJG literature EJG hand-selected

Maestro Bogomolny https://medium.com/incerto/maestro-bogomolny-8498f08c0f0c 11/22/2020 EJG math EJG hand-selected

No Revenue Is No Problem in the 2020 Stock Markethttps://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-09-18/spac-deals-no-revenue-is-no-problem-in-the-2020-stock-market 11/22/2020 EJG economy EJG hand-selected

Evolution Made Really Smart People Long to Be Lonershttps://www.inverse.com/article/24819-intelligent-people-friendships-satisfaction-savanna-theory 11/22/2020 EJG economy EJG hand-selected

Reading Comprehension - Elephant Ivory Tradehttps://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/reading-elephants-ivory-trade.php 9/19/2020 EJG psychology EJG hand-selected

People’s words and actions can actually shape your brain — a neuroscientist explains howhttps://ideas.ted.com/peoples-words-and-actions-can-actually-shape-your-brain-a-neuroscientist-explains-how/?utm_source=pocket&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pockethit11/22/2020 EJG psychology EJG hand-selected
Heirloom corn harvests 
produce restaurants' grits, 
tortillas, and Pennsylvania 
polenta

https://www.inquirer.com/food/craig-laban/philadelphia-restaurants-corn-harvest-lancaster-farms-20201106.html 11/8/2020 EJG farming EJG hand-selected

Motorists warned not to let moose lick their carshttps://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/motorists-warned-not-to-let-moose-lick-their-cars/ar-BB1bfLI1?ocid=msedgdhp 11/22/2020 EJG animal EJG hand-selected
UFC fighter accidentally gets 
Beyoncé 'Halo' as walk-up 
music, hilariously starts 
singing along

https://www.msn.com/en-us/sports/mma-ufc/ufc-fighter-accidentally-gets-beyonc%C3%A9-halo-as-walk-up-music-hilariously-starts-
singing-along/ar-BB1bfOPH?ocid=msedgdhp

11/22/2020 EJG sports EJG hand-selected

 Five Reasons Vinyl Is Making a Comebackhttps://hub.yamaha.com/five-reasons-vinyl-is-making-a-comeback/ 11/28/2020 EJG music EJG hand-selected

GIFTS THEY MIGHT ACTUALLY WANThttps://nymag.com/strategist/article/best-cozy-gifts.html 11/28/2020 EJG christmas EJG hand-selected

How to Make Baked Potatoes Fluffy and Crispyhttps://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-secret-to-better-baked-potatoes-cook-them-like-the-british-do 11/29/2020 EJG food EJG pocket feed 11/28/20

Raccoon Was Once a Thanksgiving Feast Fit for a Presidenthttps://getpocket.com/explore/item/raccoon-was-once-a-thanksgiving-feast-fit-for-a-president 11/29/2020 EJG food EJG pocket feed 11/26/20

Neutrinos Lead to Unexpected Discovery in Basic Mathhttps://www.quantamagazine.org/neutrinos-lead-to-unexpected-discovery-in-basic-math-20191113/ 11/29/2020 EJG math EJG hand-selected

The Ten Best Books About Food of 2020https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/ten-best-books-about-food-2020-180976406/?
utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Today%20in%20Books%
20112820&utm_content=Final&utm_term=BookRiot_TodayInBooks_DormantSuppress

11/30/2020 EJG food EJG hand-selected

L.A.’s dance crisis: Studios fight to survive the pandemichttps://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/story/2020-09-02/la-dance-studio-classes-covid-closures 12/2/2020 EJG covid EJG hand-selected

How to Finally Organize Your Kitchen Cabinets—For Good This Timehttps://getpocket.com/explore/item/how-to-finally-organize-your-kitchen-cabinets-for-good-this-time 12/2/2020 EJG home EJG pocket feed 12/1/20

Archaeologists uncover ancient street food shop in Pompeiihttps://www.reuters.com/article/italy-pompeii-idUSKBN2900D3 12/27/2020 EJG history EJG Nuzzel feed 12/27/20

Some notes on funniness https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/12/28/some-notes-on-funniness?utm_source=pocket&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pockethits12/27/2020 EJG entertainment EJG pocket feed 12/26/20

Gitanjali Rao Is Time Magazine’s First "Kid Of The Year"https://www.dogonews.com/2020/12/14/gitanjali-rao-is-time-magazines-first-kid-of-the-year 12/27/2020 EJG science EJG hand-selected
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